An Orphaned Land?
Israel and the Global Extreme Metal Scene
Keith Harris
‘Israel’ and ‘Zionism’ are concepts that emerged out of late- nineteenth- and early-twentiethcentury nationalist struggles in Europe. Such struggles focused on the right to self-governing,
bounded territories and came to fruition in the post-World War I and II settlements that
treated each ‘nation’ as deserving of a bounded ‘homeland’. Yet the end of the twentieth
century is a very different age from its start. While nationalist struggles are no less severe
than they were a century ago, they take place against a background of increasingly rapid
processes of globalisation. Global ‘flows’ of capital and symbolic and other goods are no
respecter of national boundaries (Lash and Urry 1994). They do not make the nation-state an
irrelevance, but they undermine the idea that a state can be a bounded, self-sufficient,
coherent entity.
Advocates of ‘Israel’ and ‘Zionism’ have struggled to deal with such
developments. Aspects of industrialised societies that are taken for granted elsewhere, such as
the increased heterogeneity of society, the greater importance of leisure and the importance of
‘youth’ as a category, are rendered highly problematic within Israel. There is a lingering
yearning in many quarters for a homogeneous, strong, yet isolated Israel. This is even more
the case in the diaspora, where Zionist organisations often present idealised visions of Israel
that barely recognise the chaotic realities of an increasingly globalised Israel. Inside or
outside Israel, it is common to demand of Israel a kind of isolation from processes of
(post)modernisation, that we would not expect from other states.
In this essay I want to challenge such visions of Israel by looking at a
marginal youth ‘scene’ within Israeli society that would appear to go against everything
‘Israel’ stands for. I want to argue that, however oppositional and alienated from the Zionist
project it may seem, it is rather at the cutting edge of redefining what ‘Israel’ means in a
rapidly changing, globalised world. The apparently conflictual identities it produces are in
fact vital to the healthy functioning of Israeli society.
The Israeli Extreme Metal Scene1
The scene in question is the Israeli Extreme Metal music scene. ‘Extreme Metal’ refers to a
cluster of genres including Death Metal, Black (Satanic) Metal and Doom Metal. It is distinct
from but closely related to the well-known genre of Heavy Metal (Walser 1993). Heavy
Metal was particularly popular in the 1980s and was dominated by Anglo-American bands. In
contrast, Extreme Metal is far less popular and is produced, consumed and discussed within
highly decentralised global networks of cultural reproduction sometimes known as the
‘underground’. Through the underground, bands and fans from countries outside the
traditional Anglo-American ‘core’ of the recording industry have participated in the
development of Extreme Metal music, including places as diverse as Chile and Malaysia.
Local scenes such as the Israeli scene exist quasi-autonomously within the global scene.
Extreme Metal has been played in Israel since the mid-1980s. The number
of fans and musicians in the country has always been small – about 2000–3000 at its peak in
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the early 1990s. It has been most popular in Tel Aviv and surrounding areas and as in other
countries the scene is dominated by men, particularly men below the age of military service.
Ethnically, Ashkenazi and Sephardi appear to be equally well represented and there are also
Russian members of the scene. A number of bands have released demos and CDs that have
been circulated throughout the global scene. Particularly noteworthy are Salem, who have
released three CDs on a German label, each selling several thousand worldwide, and
Orphaned Land who have sold upwards of 50,000 of their two albums on a French label.
There have also been Extreme Metal clubs, record labels, distribution services and concerts
within Israel. The scene in Israel has become less popular in recent years with a ‘hard core’ of
a few hundred people producing and consuming Extreme Metal
Extreme Metal is a marginal, minority taste in all parts of the world, but in
Israel it is more marginalised than in many other places. The Israeli scene is constricted by a
series of difficult pressures. There are few media or other outlets for Extreme Metal music
and there is a high degree of attrition from the scene. It is common for scene members to
cease involvement during military service. There is also considerable movement towards
other, more prestigious youth cultures such as ‘trance’ music (Fox 1998). The scene also
suffers on occasions from ‘moral panic’ exposés in the media. There have been a number of
articles and TV programmes accusing scene members of Satanism, fascism and animal abuse.
There are also pressures on the scene from outside Israel. In the 1990s with
the increased popularity of Black Metal,2 racism has become a problem that affects the access
of Israeli bands to the global scene. Racism generally manifests itself in low-level but
unpleasant incidents such as occasional hate mail. By far the most serious incident was in
1991 when Zeev Tannenboim, the lead singer of Salem, was sent a letter bomb, intercepted
by the Israeli police, which was thought to have been sent by the notorious Norwegian Black
Metal musician and Nazi, Varg Vikernes. Some underground labels, particularly in Germany
and Eastern Europe have also shown reluctance to deal with Israeli bands, labels and
distributors.
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Black Metal is a distinct musical style involving overt Satanic imagery. A number of
prominent Black Metal musicians have made fascist and racist statements (Moynihan and
Soderlind 1998), although this is by no means an inevitable and essential part of the musical
culture.

The Discursive Production of Marginality
The Israeli Extreme Metal scene is undoubtedly a marginal and esoteric phenomenon. It is
this marginality that makes the scene such a useful case study in examining the place of Israel
within global culture. Israeli scene members are confronted with a double marginality – they
are marginal to Israeli popular culture and marginal to the global scene itself. To participate in
the Israeli Extreme Metal scene is to continually confront this marginality. Location within
Israel is a constant topic in the talk of Israeli scene members; indeed, it is almost an
obsession. I shall outline some of the discursive and musical ‘strategies’ used within the
scene to construct relations to Israel, ‘Jewishness’ and ‘Israeliness’.
In centring this essay on the discussion of strategies I am avoiding a
number of analytical pitfalls. As we shall see, interview talk and other texts produced by
Israeli scene members can be highly negative about Israel and Judaism. When reading such
statements it would be easy to come away with a set of depressing conclusions about Israeli
society. This would assume that such talk is revealing of coherent and unambiguous
‘attitudes’ and ‘identities’. Yet recent sociological approaches to talk and text have pioneered
more creative and nuanced methods of approaching this sort of data in less ‘essentialist’
ways. Studies of ‘discourse’ have shown how talk and texts are social constructions that
achieve certain discursive ends, rather than transparent routes into essential attitudes and
identities (Potter 1996, Potter and Wetherell 1987, Widdicombe and Wooffitt 1995). What
seem to be purely negative statements may be artful social accomplishments producing
certain intended or unintended effects. Moreover, instead of being a coherent and static entity,
‘identity’ is produced, often in contradictory ways, within the flow of text and interaction. My
use of the term ‘strategies’ emphasizes the strategic character of talk and text produced across
a number of media.
In the following pages I outline the strategies of ‘antagonism’, ‘refusal’,
‘nationalism’, ‘syncretism’ and ‘acceptance’. None of the strategies excludes the use of any
other, as members oscillate between them in different ways, often shifting from one to
another in the same sentence. Contradiction is an inevitable part of any discourse (Potter,
ibid.). No one is irrevocably committed to any one strategy. Rather, strategies are used for
particular reasons at particular times and spaces. For better or for worse then, the following
strategies represent some of the ways in which Israeli scene members discursively produce
their relationship to a difficult domestic and global context.
Antagonism
When I met one Israeli Black Metal musician at a Metal club, some of his first words to me
were ‘I hate this fucking country’. Such emphatic and unprompted statements are common in
the Israeli scene: ‘I don’t like it here . . . everything from the government to society it sucks, I
don’t give Israel like fifty years more’ (interview, 2 March 1998).
The reasons given for this antagonism are generally inchoate. The
dominance of the religious right is sometimes mentioned, as is the more diffuse reason of ‘the
people here’. But much of the antagonism focuses on the weakness of Israeli Metal, which is
seen as reason enough to hate Israel. The scene is often seen as fickle and dominated by
‘trends’:
. . . people in Israel they just jump on trends, I don’t know, there was a
punk thing in Israel like in the . . . late eighties . . . the early nineties and

then the Metal scene started and then er they progressed to trance, I don’t
know how it happened [interview, 21 March 1998].
Complaints about ‘trends’ are commonplace throughout the global scene, but whereas in
other countries these complaints are directed at the global scene in more general terms, in
Israel they are directed at the Israeli scene in particular and the Israeli scene is seen to be an
index of the country itself.
For those from outside the Jewish majority, antagonism to Israel takes on a
slightly different twist. In my interview with one Russian band there was derision at Israeli
Black Metal bands who ape the lyrical preoccupations with nature of Scandinavian Black
Metal: ‘. . . what the fuck is this? You never in your life saw the snow, I saw it I’m from
Russia’ (interview, 19 March 1998).
Antagonism should not necessarily be seen as a totally negative response to
Israel. Rather it is one way in which scene members may seek to assert their credibility to act
within the global Extreme Metal scene. ‘Israel’ is seen to be in opposition to this. Through
entering the scene, members may live empowered, creative lives. Moreover, for some bands
this antagonism can in fact be a highly creative artistic resource, such as with the band
Melechesh. Melechesh are a Black Metal band from Jerusalem and Bethlehem whose
members are of Armenian/Syrian/Turkish Christian descent. The band claim descent from the
Assyrian/Mesopotamian ‘race’ and draw on this as a resource. The inlay of their CD As
Jerusalem Burns . . . Al’Intisar states: ‘Through these compositions we stab the flag of hell in
the heart of god, Jerusalem where we reside, blasphemously with pride.’
Melechesh take a subversive delight at being a Black Metal band in
Jerusalem. They have discovered their own ‘haunts’ within the city and regularly hang out at
a particular ancient graveyard near the centre of town. Perhaps fittingly, they rehearse in a
converted bomb shelter within the central Independence Park. The members speak to each
other in English because of their diverse ethnic origins; only one of them speaks Hebrew to
any degree of fluency and one of them barely speaks it at all. They continuously ridicule
Israelis, making fun of, for example, their poor command of English and strong accent.
Through such strategies, antagonism towards Israel becomes empowering for those on the
extreme fringes of society.
Refusal
A strategy related to antagonism is refusal of ‘Israeliness’. Whereas antagonism can be a
productive resource to draw on in making Extreme Metal in Israel, refusal is a far more
negative strategy, which treats ‘Israel’ as intolerably opposed to participation within the
global Extreme Metal scene.
When asked if Melechesh feel part of the Israeli scene, the vocalist replied,
‘We’re not part of it we just play gigs cos we live here’. Many ‘Israeli’ bands also seek to
deny any kind of link to their country, to make their location entirely contingent and
negotiable. One Black Metal musician exemplified this attitude as part of his explanation of
how he refused military service: ‘I told them that I don’t want to, bring my life for three years
of misery, support something, that don’t support me’ (interview, 4 March 1998).
Later in that interview his band mate said:
I remember you know when Rabin’s dead, you know when he died, all my
family all the people in [name of home town] cry cry cry I don’t care so he
died so what . . . I don’t care who run this country [ibid.].

To refuse to accept a connection with Israel often leads scene members to refuse to accept a
connection with Judaism. A common statement is ‘I’m not really Jewish I’m an atheist’
(interview, 5 March 1998). Jewish law gives no choice in the matter of who is a Jew – a Jew
is someone with a Jewish mother. By asserting that ‘atheist’ is in opposition to ‘Jew’, this
interviewee paradoxically affirmed a Christian conception of religion based on a voluntary
belief in God. But only through this strategy can the taint of Judaism be refused.
Refusal may involve scene members drawing on aesthetic resources that jar
strikingly with the Israeli context. For example, the Black Metal band Azazel have recorded a
song called ‘Return to the Viking Land’. This sort of theme is typical among Scandinavian
Black Metallers, many of whom consider their music to be a ‘true’ reflection of their pagan
Nordic pasts. Some Israeli bands have been photographed wearing T-shirts for the Black
Metal band Burzum, who have become notorious for racism, fascism and anti-Semitism.
Whilst this does not necessarily imply an identification with anti-Semitism, some of the more
extreme Israeli Black Metallers I met did seem to suggest that they could interact with
foreign anti-Semites, as they agreed with them to an extent. Statements such as ‘you know
they [the Jews] invented Christianity, they got it from Judaism, Judaism is the main problem
on this earth in the world’ (interview, 4 March 1998) are by no means uncommon. There is
some naivety in this approach as, while many Israelis try to treat Judaism/Israeliness as
something that can be refused entirely, most anti-Semites treat Judaism in the same way that
Jewish law does – as permanent and undeniable. Yet this strategy does provide a method of
self-preservation within a global scene in which being Israeli is problematic within certain
sectors.
Refusal often goes hand in hand with an envy of other countries, and
particularly the Metal scenes in other countries:
It’s very very very frustrating . . . you put more than a European band into
what you are doing and you get a lot less response . . . it’s like we’re stuck
in the edge of the world [interview, 26 February 1998].
Unsurprisingly, some Israeli scene members dream of moving to other countries to play
Metal, often resulting in idealised views of Metal in other countries:
After that [leaving the army] I’m going to move over to Tel Aviv, start
working, save some money and then, leave for London years like, five
years of, heh straightahead Metal stuff you know . . . just doing what I
wanted to do [interview, 21 March 1998].
Nationalism
In part, refusal and antagonism are the results of Extreme Metal bands in the 1990s making
increased use of discourses of nationhood and race. Another response to this development is
to attempt to turn these discourse to one’s own ends and to take a nationalistic pride in
location in Israel.
This can simply be a defensive strategy. One example of this is the Black
Metal band Bishop Of Hexen who caused controversy within the global scene when they
challenged what they saw as an anti-Semitic review of their 1996 demo ‘Ancient Hymns of
Legends and Lore’ in the prominent Norwegian fanzine Nordic Vision. In an interview in
another Norwegian fanzine, Mimes Brunn, vocalist Balzamon explained fully his position on

being an Israeli act:
Let me explain a few things to all the Nazi, vegetable brain motherfuckers
out there. We Israelis are children and grandchildren of the Jewish
survivors who came here after the Holocaust in World War II and who built
the foundations of our beautiful country. One of the most amazing things
that happened here is the fact that we have become (in only 50 years) one
of the strongest, most modern countries in the world. The country is exactly
like a small version of the United States and what you see on your local TV
news is not Israel itself but the occupied territories and those damn
religious settlers. Most of all Israel is a secular country (something most of
you don’t know) and a democratic country. The religious community here
is a minority and the fact that we are descendants of the noble Jewish race
doesn’t mean we are born into a religious heritage . . . There is absolutely
no connection between race and heritage and one’s ability to create
professional, high standard music [Mimes Brunn: Storm Frå Vest, no page
number].
This response attempts to give ‘the noble Jewish race’ legitimacy within Black Metal
discourse through reclaiming it from the taint of religion. Responses as emphatic as this are
very rare from Israeli bands. Indeed, a number of Israelis have criticised Bishop of Hexen for
their insecurity and suggested that it would be better just to live with the racism. The strategy
of nationalism is most commonly used by bands who draw on Jewish and biblical heritages
and histories. I shall deal with Orphaned Land, who have used Jewish imagery most fully, in
the next section. Salem’s 1994 album Kaddish was one of the first to engage seriously with
Jewish history and is loosely themed on the Holocaust. It includes a version of the World War
II partisan song ‘Es Brent’, ‘Ha’ayara Bo’eret’ (‘The Town is Burning’) sung in Hebrew, for
which a video was shown on Holocaust Day on Israeli television.
But it is mostly Black Metal bands who have used Jewish and biblical
imagery, even though they are also more likely to use refusal and antagonism. The band
Azazel is named after a traditional Jewish demon. Bishop Of Hexen’s CD Archives of an
Enchanted Philosophy draws on stories of Jewish witches. Grimoire’s CD A Requiem for the
Light contains two songs written in Hebrew ‘due to the love we share for the Hebrew
Language, and also due to the fact that this song gains more of its power through our native
language’, as the sleevenotes put it. In interviews, Israeli Black Metallers who were often
very vocal in their antagonism towards ‘Israel’ and their refusal of membership within it,
expressed interest and pride in other aspects of Judaism that are more amenable to inclusion
within Black Metal discourse, such as Kabbalah, demonology and Jewish solidarity in the
Holocaust. However, implacable opposition and anger towards contemporary Israel tends to
deter many from exploring these themes further. Thus, while spaces have opened within
Extreme Metal for the expression of nationalism, this strategy has generally been used
tentatively and often defensively. The exception is of course Melechesh, who have gone so
far as to found an organization, The Order of Mesopotamia, to spread ideas about their
heritage with a journal to discuss Mesopotamian history and occult ideas. It is easier for
Melechesh to use nationalism than any other Israeli bands, because in expressing their form
of nationalism they express opposition to Israel.
Syncretism

An increasingly common musical strategy within Extreme Metal in the last decade has been
syncretism, the incorporation into Extreme Metal of musical material from diverse sources.
Orphaned Land have made the most sustained attempts at this. The band are all from North
African and Middle Eastern Sephardi backgrounds and at least one member is an observant
Jew. They were originally called Resurrection but in early 1992 they changed their name.
Guitarist Yossi Sassi explained the idea behind the name:
. . . we’re orphans to the world cos, we’re stuck in between we’re like the,
the piece of of cheese or something in the middle of the sandwich...we’re
kind of in the middle between Europe and erm, and Asia we’re the closest
thing Asia can offer to Europe, and were the farthest thing Europe says it
can belong to [interview, 15 March 1998].
Sassi went on to construct Israel as a space of cultural exchange and turbulence:
. . . if you went to Jerusalem . . . you’d see that Arabs and Christians and er
also er of course Israelis live together you know and there’s an interaction
between them daily . . . if this exist in real life, why not have the same in
music? [ibid.]
What this strategy leads to is a construction of Israel not as a bounded, homogeneous ‘Jewish
state’ but as a space in which different traditions can interact. Both Orphaned Land albums
develop a musical syncretism that cannot simply be described as Jewish. The title of the first
album, Sahara invokes an image that is polymorphously ‘oriental’. The first track ‘The
Sahara’s Storm’ contains, along with lyrics written by band members, words from the Halel
and also from the Koran. The opening verse indeed comes over as more ‘Islamic’ than
Jewish:
I call the mighty prophet
Taint my sword with blood
Help in my holy Jihad
As I tear, kill and maim
All is done in your name
The lyrics complement an extremely ‘technical’ Death/Doom Metal backing that makes
frequent use of the Oud and percussion instruments. The lyrics throughout the album are
linked by a preoccupation with emotion, God and the elements, as unstoppable and linked
forces. As it says on the final track ‘Orphaned Land. The Storm Still Rages Inside . . .’:
The rain keeps on falling
Filling the dried land
It drinks the purity of life
The land starts to grow
It must be a sign – a message from God’s hand
Like tears from the sky
Water begins to flow
For a Metal album, the most striking track is ‘Aldiar Al Mukadisa. The Holy Land of Israel’.
This uses words from the Halel and the biblical book of Tehilim, is performed by the band

and other musicians and also uses a synagogue choir, Oud and other traditional instruments
and percussion as well as a small amount of synthesiser and guitar. But even tracks that do
not contain non-Metal instruments contain riffs structured according to nonEuropean scales. To develop this, Yossi Sassi has had to experiment with complex stringbending techniques to accommodate quarter-tones.
The second album, El Norra Alila, is more explicitly religious than the
first. The inlay sleeve boldly proclaims, ‘We dedicate this album to our Father in heaven’,
and the lyrics deal with more explicitly spiritual themes, for example in the first song, ‘Find
Yourself, Discover God’. The album also contains more ‘traditional’ instrumentation, with a
large number of guest musicians. ‘Shir HaMa’alot’ is a traditional tune, performed in one
take, with no overdubs or adornments, by Yossi Sassi’s father together with a violinist and
Oud player. The Islamic element is noticeably smaller, with only an occasional mention of
Allah and what appears to be a sample of the call to prayer on the final track, ‘Shir
NaShirim’.
Of course, both albums are unambiguously Metal albums, with practically
every track dominated by guitars and musical styles familiar from hundreds of bands
throughout the world. They also draw in a limited way on other cultures; for example,
images of the Buddha and inscriptions in Latin appear on ‘El Norra Alila’. It could be argued
that the band are simply western oriented musical dilettantes, with an interest in ‘exotic’
culture that is little more than superficial imperialist ‘orientalism’ (Said 1995). Certainly,
despite selling more CDs than any other Israeli act, they are less popular in their own country
than many other bands as, by Yossi Sassi’s own admission, they have made more of an effort
to become established in foreign markets:
. . . from the beginning we always wanted we we always er tried to get out,
we didn’t make any effort in the local market too much [interview, 15
March 1998].
However, the music the band incorporate into their sound is the music the members grew up
listening to in their families, and indeed members and friends of their families have played on
their albums. For the most part, the band have made a sincere attempt to tackle the difficult
task of incorporating oriental styles into Metal. They have tried to treat dual location in Israel
and the Extreme Metal scene not as contradictory but as a rich source of musical ideas. Nor
should we ignore the bravery of their project within a scene in which positive images of
religion, let alone Middle Eastern religion, are almost unknown.
A very different kind of syncretism has been explored by Melechesh, who
have incorporated Middle Eastern-style drumbeats, played on a standard drumkit, into their
music. This style of drumming is unprecedented in Metal. They have also experimented, like
Orphaned Land, with Middle Eastern-sounding guitar riffs. The band have a dream of a
‘Legion of Mesopotamia’ – a movement of bands from throughout the region all playing
(Black) Metal using the special drumbeat. This is a dream of a kind of syncretism that will
develop a new centre of Black Metal, distinct from the Northern European preoccupations
that dominate it at the moment, that will unite Metallers from currently warring Middle
Eastern countries in opposition to what they see as religious domination in the region.
As yet, syncretism is a strategy used extensively by only two bands. It
requires a deep commitment to combining seemingly irreconcilable heritages within an
environment that may be very suspicious of such attempts. But the artistic dividends from
such a project are great, and it is striking that Orphaned Land are the most globally successful
Israeli Extreme Metal act in terms of sales.

Engagement
Involvement in Extreme Metal is difficult in most parts of the world. The most common
mode of relating to one’s ‘host ‘ nation is what I call ‘engagement’ – the simple acceptance
that this is one’s home and any attempt to act within the scene must engage with it in its own
terms. Paradoxically, for the most part engagement means ‘not noticing’ Israel and not
building it up into a massive obstruction. The strategy of engagement involves a commitment
to accept the difficulties involved in interacting within the global scene from an Israeli
standpoint. By accepting location within Israel but not ignoring it, the global scene becomes
less threatening and also less idealised. For the committed scene member, this approach may
pay the highest dividends. For example, one Israeli scene member and musician who is very
involved in the global scene has developed close ties with many prominent scene members
around the world. Strikingly, these include several Norwegian Black Metallers who have
been associated with racist comments in the past. There are a number of similar examples
where supposedly racist scene members have become friendly with Israeli scene members.
Such friendly relations can be developed through not pushing one’s Israeli identity to the
forefront while not denying it either. Within the global Extreme Metal scene there is a clear
consensus that one’s identity as a Metaller transcends anything else but nationality is still
important and cannot be denied and ignored. The engagement strategy is generally the most
successful way of pulling off this balancing act.
This strategy also allows for the lyrical use of Israeli themes in less
emotionally charged ways than the other strategies. A number of bands have had lyrics on
Israeli themes. One song on the new Salem album talks about a helicopter crash in which a
large number of Israeli soldiers were killed. An older song ‘Children Don’t Fight’ is a protest
song about the Middle East conflict. The song ‘Garden Of Memories’ from Betrayer’s EP My
Twisted Symphony deals with the assassination of Yitzhak Rabin, and the lyricist of the song
even corresponded with Leah Rabin for a time. Protest songs, however angry, are not
necessarily based on the refusal or hatred of Israel, but involve an engagement with its
policies.
The turn to the strategy of engagement often comes with age and
experience in the wider world:
. . . understand you talk with the small chi children . . . they didn’t know
what it is er, what is what is they expect outside they think that everything
is nice and beautiful, you’ve got er er kid in England eh, a small one do
you want to leave er England and go to another place for sure, you’ve got a
band it’s shit place if you talking a person in Germany eh you want to leave
Germany go to another place yes for sure, but this is the best place to be
here for me [interview, 9 March 1998].
Conclusion
The Extreme Metal scene represents a side of Israel that is totally unknown to most Israelis as
well as diaspora Jews. For the most part it appears to be highly antagonistic to most Zionist
representations of what Israeli culture should be. Yet the Israeli Extreme Metal scene
represents a highly creative attempt to deal with the problematics of contemporary Israeli
identity. Through all the diverse strategies I have looked at, one thing stands out: to its
participants, being in Israel matters. During interviews carried out in Sweden and England,

nationhood was hardly ever mentioned as an important factor in the structure of these scenes
– location was simply accepted. In contrast, location in Israel appears to be difficult to forget.
Israelis who are attracted to Extreme Metal are attracted for the same complex, individual
reasons as elsewhere in the world, which cannot simply be explained by reference to their
location in Israel. However, Israeli scene members who wish to participate in global Extreme
Metal practice do not have the option of not confronting location in Israel. This is due to a
number of factors. As we have seen, there is hostility in some quarters of the Extreme Metal
scene to Israeli Metal. In addition, Israel’s marginal geographic position means that foreign
bands find it difficult to tour in the country. Israel’s unstable political situation also makes it
difficult for Israelis to participate in Extreme Metal, most significantly because of military
service, which removes young men from the scene during the three years that are generally
most productive for Extreme Metallers.
But the sheer passion of many of the strategies discussed above suggests
that the preoccupation with location in Israel is not simply a reaction to the practical
difficulties of being an Extreme Metaller in Israel. There appears to be a very real anxiety
about the relationship of the scene to ‘Israel’ as a hegemonic, Zionist concept. The myths and
discourses that constitute ‘Israel’ appear to be incompatible with the desire to participate in
global, non-Jewish culture. Moreover, the Zionist state-building process, founded on an idea
of ‘youth’ as pioneers and defenders of the state, does not seem to have room for oppositional
youth subculture. In the UK, subcultures such as punks and mods were once seen as worrying
and threatening (Hall and Jefferson 1976), yet they are now generally accepted as important
aspects of British cultural history, and music scenes are lauded by the British prime minister
as constituting part of ‘Cool Britannia’! In Israel, however, recent controversies over the
Eurovision song contest, trance music and the Miss World winner suggest a far less
comfortable accommodation with mass-mediated popular culture, let alone global youth
subculture.
Hegemonic discourses make it difficult for scene members to construct
themselves both as Israelis and as global Extreme Metal scene members. The strategies
outlined above represent some of the ways in which scene members negotiate the resulting
tensions and anxieties. It is precisely this difficult process of negotiation that makes the
Israeli Extreme Metal scene an important cultural component of Israeli society. However
alienated Israeli scene members may appear, in constantly confronting their location in Israel
they are far more engaged with the complex position of Israel in a globalised world than
those who are more culturally integrated into dominant Israeli culture. The Israeli Extreme
Metal scene produces constantly questioning and ‘reflexive’ identities (Lash 1994),
stimulating challenging and creative cultural practices that respond to the changing global
and domestic environment.
The fact that the practices that scene members come up with can be
antagonistic towards Israel is not evidence of a breakdown of the Zionist project, so much as
a reformulation and questioning of that project. That said, some elements of the cultural work
done within the Israeli scene are more positive than others. The more extreme uses of the
refusal and antagonism strategies are worrying in some ways and some scene members use
these strategies to the exclusion of almost all others. This suggests a desperation to escape
Israel, both discursively and geographically, together with an inability to reconstruct or
engage with Israel in other ways. A certain element of refusal and antagonism is important for
the vitality of the scene and as an iconoclastic challenge to Zionism (Melechesh are a good
example of this), but a heavier reliance on these strategies leads only to nihilism and
unhappiness. A number of scene members have emigrated for this reason. The syncretism,
acceptance and nationalism strategies therefore seem to take scene members in a more

positive direction. All the strategies I have described engage with Israel in different ways, but
these three show a willingness to rework Israeli and Jewish cultural material in new ways.
Orphaned Land and Melechesh are the best examples of this kind of practice. They have
produced new cultural fusions that force us to question some of our assumptions about Israel
and the Middle East.
It is this questioning of assumptions that marginal cultures such as the
Israeli Extreme Metal scene do best. In highlighting this particular scene, I am suggesting that
marginality should not mean obscurity. It is important for Israel to look to those at its fringes
in the search for new types of cultural practice in its second fifty years.

Alex Gordon
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